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Absiract-Packet switching has foundwidespread application in
Computer COmmWiCatiOnS because Of its ability to efficiently handle
higli ratios of peak-to-average data rate. Packet radio is the application of packet switching techniques to radio channels. The resultant
multiple-access problem requires novel approaches. Such approaches
have been developed by others and have primarily been analyzed in
steady-state behavior. This paper demonstrates and analyzes an imp0d-t aspect Of the dynamic characteristics of packet radio, namely,
that of bistable behavior. That is, the system possessestwo statistically stable equilibrium points, one in a desirable low-delay region,
and the other in an undesirable high-delay region. Since the stability
is only statistical in nature, the system oscillates between these’two
points. Even if the resultant steady-statebehavior is very poor, this
dynamic analysis frequently shows that systemperformance will be
acceptable. This is due toquiet periods (suchas at night)which allow
the system to recover.

of such techniques, however; important considerations

ofteninclude expandability and flexibility, suitability to

time-varying load, simplicity of implementation, time
delays, etc.
Computer communications using digital data packets
a&’ characterized by short high-rate bursts occurring at
random points in time.
The statistical nature of the
users’ demand and the high peak-to-average ratio of data
rates make user-assigned TDMA Or FDMA inadequate*
Consider a system with400 terminals of which 100, on the
average, are active. Let each of these generate an average
of one data packet each 100 s, to be sent to the central
receiver. Eachpackethas
1000 bits, andthe system’s
assigned frequency band permits a flow of lo4 bits/s into
the receiver. Conventional TDMA or FDMA can be
I. INTRODUCTION
used by assigning time or frequency slots to theterminals,
N THIS paper we are concerned with communication but long delays will be incurred. It takes 40 s just to transsystems using digital data packets in a multiple-access mit apacket (at 104/400 = 25 bits/s). A t the cost of
radio channel. Multiple-access communicationproblems
sign-on procedures and added complexity, one could imarise when several sources of information must reach a proveon this performance using someform of demand
single destination over a common channel. Examples of assignment, but even thenthe delay willbe at least
thisrather common situationaremanyearthstations
10 s.
simultaneously transmitting to asatellite, or newsmen in
ALOHA systems [l] were proposed to cope with this
a press conference attempting to address the President of type of multiple-access problem and make much shorter
the United States. Techniques have beendeveloped to delays possible. They are random time-division multipleachieve reliable communications in
a
multiple-access access (RTDMA) systemsbecause terminals makeuse
situation. Besides physically separating signals (directive of the channel at random times. There areno user-assigned
antennas, cables, etc.) ,one canseparate them by partition-time slots.
ing time, or the frequency spectrum, among the transmitSystem users generate information according to a ranters. The resultanttime-division multiple-access (TDMA) dom process. The data are formatted into standard-size
and frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA) systems packets, each carrying the terminal’s address, parity-check
are efficient and practical in most situations.More
bits for error detection, and other required information.
sophisticated schemes have been devised to obtain higher In an ALOHA system, the channel is available to anyterrates.’ Not all multiple-access situations warrant the use minal whenever it has a packet ready for transmission.
’
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1 It has recently been shown [a] that the highest communication
rates over a multiple-access channel without feedback are achieved
through a scheme of superimposed signals, withall transmitters
operating all the time and using the entire frequency band. The key
t o this method is the receiver’s ability to reliably decode one of the
signals in the presence of interference and noise. After subtracting
out this signal, i t can proceed with similar decoding steps on the remaining waveform.

The entire frequency band is made available, allowing
transmission in a relatively shortburst.Provided
no
otherterminal attemptsto use the channelduring the
Same time, the COmmUniCatiOn is SUCCeSSfUlly accomplished. Sometimes,however, overlapping transmission
will occurthe
due to
independent, random origination of
packets at the terminals. It is assumed that interference
will cause overlapping packets to be lost by the receiver,
which therefore does not acknowledge them. The receiver
detects (and ignores) damaged packets using the paritycheck bits.Eachterminal
stores itslasttransmitted
packet. If an acknowledgment is not received, the terminal
enters the retransmission mode and retransmits the packet
until it gets through t o the receiver. Retransmission times
are
to preventrecurrentinterference among
the
terminals.
same

messages
New

can be generated only
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when the terminal iscleared.Wesay
that it has then
returned to the origination mode.
The channel is not fully utilized, since it is idle part of
the time and at times it is subjected to destructive internevertheless, that such
ference. It has beenshown [l],
a system can operate well in practice, provided it is not
too heavily loaded. It matches the randomness ofuser
demand in a simple and natural way.
The delay involved in successful transmission of a packet
depends on how many times it needs to be retransmitted
and howlong
the terminal must wait to retransmit.
A good system should not require too many retransmissions. The average wait time for a retransmission should
be short, typically much shorter than the average time
between new packet originations. This is consistent with
a situationwhere, at any given time, mostof the terminals
areinthe
origination mode.Backlogged packets will
normally get through after a short delay, provided there
are only a few terminals in the retransmission mode. If,
however, a large number of interfering transmissions
occur, the number of retransmission-mode terminals rises
and a runaway effect may take place. Due t o the high
repetition rate of retransmissions, interference becomes so
frequent that fewer and fewer transmissions are successful.
Still more users are placed in the retransmission mode,
more interference takes place, and so on.
Basedon the above heuristics, we conjectured that
systems would exhibit a bistable behavior. Onepossible
stable condition (with short delays and reasonably good
throughput) would have most terminals in the origination
mode. The other stable condition would have most terminals in the retransmission mode, obstructing the channel
with prevailing interference. Transitions from one condition to the other should occasionally take place, due to
statistical fluctuations. Analysis and simulations have
confirmed this conjecture. The objective of this paper is
to examine bistable behavior and conditions for successful
operation of ALOHA systems.
We shall demonstrate bistable RTDMA systems of both
the synchronousandnonsynchronoustype.
I n a synchronous (or slotted) system, transmissions maystart
only at precise clocktimes. A common time reference must
besupplied t o all terminals, and different propagation
delays have t o be compensated for. The clock period is
chosen such that each time slot canaccommodate one
packet transmission. The analysis of synchronous systems
can proceed in discrete time. I n a nonsynchronous system,
terminals transmit packets withouta
clockreference.
Partially overlapping transmissions interfere, and communication capacity is consequently smaller than in the
synchronous oase. Simplicity is thegreatadvantage.
Synchronousoperation may not be feasiblein systems with
variable propagation delays (e.g., mobile terminals).
We shall model the generation of new packets by an
active terminal as a Poisson process for a nonsynchronous
system because this is a good characterization of a thought
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process and alsosimplifies analysis. Furthermore, for
a large number of users, the analysis becomes quite insensitive t o the exact distribution of individual terminal
traffic generation. The overalltraffic generation process
tends to a Poisson process. Let the time rate
of new packet
origination per terminal be denotedby x,. Thenthe
average time a user waits before transmitting while in the
origination mode is l / X o = To.
As previously mentioned, packet generation is inhibited
when the terminal is in the retransmission mode. Retransmission of the backlogged packet will then be attempted,
also at random points in time,2 until successful reception
takes place. This artificial process of repetitions has
rate X., Practical system designs willtend to have X, much
greater than X, in order to obtain short delays. We will
show that bistable behavior results for a range of parameter values under this condition. This model is reasonable
if the transmission time for a packet is much smaller than
To = l / X o and T , = l/X,. These conditions are satisfied
in practice for all systems with more than a few terminals.
In the case of synchronous systems, it is convenient to
use a discrete-time model. An origination-mode terminal
will transmit a new packet in any given time slot with
probability p,, whereas retransmissions take place with
probability p.. If T is the durationof a time slot, p , and p ,
correspond t o T X , and TX, in the continuous-time model,
respectively. The important featureof either characterization is the lack of memory, given the terminal’s current
mode.
Unstable behavior of synchronous systems
was originally
predicted by Rettberg [3] using a deterministic model.
Metcalfe [4] used a steady-state analysis to demonstrate
the existence of two stable equilibria int synchronous
systems, and discussed control strategies. Further analysis
of slotted systems was made by Lu [SI, with a derivation
of steady-state behavior averaged over the dynamics of
the system. A model similar t o Lu’s was developed more
fully by Kleinrock and Lam [SI, [7] to include effects,of
system dynamics andcontrol strategies; the reader is also
referred to [SI for details. We have independently developed a similar model which is discussed
in Section I1 of this
paper.
Exact analysis of slottedsystems is simpler, and we
develop analytic results for this case first. Thenwe analyze
the behavior of unslotted systems with the aid of simulations. A comparison shows that the two types of system
behave qualitatively the same. This equivalence is further
explored in Section IV, which treats the limiting behavior
as the number of users tends to inifinity. It is found that,
except for a scaling of the datarates, the analysis is almost
identical.
2 Although a real system will probably use a bounded randomized
wait time, we model this time as an exponential random variable,
with mean value l&
Again the analysis is not very sensit,ive to the
.
actualdistribution, provided therearemany terminals.
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SYNCHRONOUS RTDMA SYSTEMS

an =

(m

- n)pn,m.

(2)

-0

We now proceed with analysis of slotted ALOHA systems, as characterized in the last section. Consider N terminals, each emittingpackets at random time slots.
Transmission is successful if and only if a single terminal
attempts communication during the time slot. An unsuccessful attemptputsthe
terminal temporarily in the
retransmission mode.
The channel may be viewed as a discrete-time system
with N
1 possible states, corresponding to the number
X ( t ) of terminalsin the retransmission mode atthe
beginning of time slot t = 1,2,3,. -. The sequence of
system states forms a discrete-time Markov chain with
state-transition matrix P = [prim] where pnm= P,.[X(t
1) = m 1 X ( t ) = n]. In one step, the system may move
down one state (a successful retransmission) ; stay at the
same state (no transmissions, or one successful new transmission, or an interference event involving retransmissions
only) ; or move higher in the chain by one or more states
(interference event involving one or more. fresh packets).
We thus find for n = 0,1,2,.--,N,

+

+

for m

5n-2

p,,,

=

0,
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(
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po)N-m,

for na 2 n

+ 2.

m - n

(1)

For 0 < po < 1 and 0 < p , < 1, the Markov chain is
irreducible, aperiodic, and positive-recurrent, with a vector
of long-term state occupation probabilities 9 = (po,p~, * ,
~ N ) Tsatisfying the equation pT = p T P [9, pp. 247-2531.
The system’s expected packet flow pertimeslot
(effective throughput) in a given state n is found to be
fn = ( 1 - p o ) N - n - l ( l
- P ~ ) ~ - ’ [ ( N- n ) p , ( l - p r )
n( 1 - po)p,] for n = 0,1,2,. - , N . In steady state, thesystem’s throughput is

-

+

N

.7 = vTf = C p n f n ,
n-0

-

withf = (fo,f~,. -,fi~)
T. If p o = p , = p , the expected packet
= j . We
flow is the same in all states, f n = N p ( 1 - p )
note here that this throughput is maximized by choosing
p = l/N, in which case it converges (fromabove) to
= exp (-1)
0.368 as N - + 00.
Statistics on the transitions from each state are given
by the state-transition matrix
P. As an indicator of system
dynamics, it is interesting to compute the expected drift
from state n = 0,1,2,. - , N . This is simply

A graph of expected drift versus present state gives a good
idea of how the system tends to move in its random walk
over thestate space. Clearly, do is positive and a~ is
negative, so that there is at least oneneighborhood of
states where the expected drift is near zero and has negative
slope. This constitutesan equilibrium point for thesystem.
Since a, changes from positive to negativein such a
region, we call it a stable equilibrium point: small excursions result in statisticaldriftstending
to restore the
equilibrium. The system, therefore, lingers in the region.
If p, = p,, for example, 8, is monotone decreasing in n
(and approximately linear) ; there is a single equilibrium
point, and it is stable. It is indeed verified that states in
this neighborhood have the highest occurrence probabilities. See Fig. 1.
With p , > p,, as in a practical implementation,the system can exhibit different types of behavior. Fig. 2 shows
graphs of expected drift and state probabilities for different values of the parameters. Consider the case of
Fig. 2(b). Startingfromstate
zero, the system will
normally drift toward the first stable point, above which
an becomes negative. At this point, the quick dispatch of
backlogged packets prevents a rapid rise in state number.
Note, however, that the concept of stability is employed
only in a statistical sense in the present context. Beyond
thisstable point lies a second equilibrium region, this
one unstable (because E , is changing from negative to
positive here). If the system passes this point, it is likely
to drift to a still higher, stable region of states, characterized byrecurrent interferences, fewsuccessful transmissions, and long delays. It will usually not return to the
more desirable, lower operating pointfor a long time.
Statistical noisewill
cause the system to oscillate
between these two stable points. The average time spent
in one stable region before moving to the other
depends on
the depth of the ‘(potential well” associated with each
region and on the magnitude of the statistical noise in
each region (the variance of the distance moved, for
example).
Note that the steady-state behavior of a systemwill
depend crucially on the proportion of time spent in each
region. For example, if the average timeto move from the
‘(good”region to the “bad”
region is 1 year and theaverage
time to move in the opposite direction is 100 years then,
in steady-state only about 1 percent of the system’s time
is spentin the good region. However, if the system is
lightly loaded at night and is fully utilized for only 8 h
a day, then the mean time between failures due to overloading willbe about 1000 days. Whensuch a failure
occurs, users will leave the system(probablycursing),
thereby allowing it to restart in a good initial state the
next day. This example shows that steady-state behavior
can be a poor indicator of system performance.
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Fig. 1. Expected drift and state occupation probability for a synchronous system with 50 terminals and p , = p , = 0.02.

We are interested in operating the system in aregion of
states with reasonably high packet flow and short delay.
Over a period of time [l,T], define the average delay DT
(intime slots per packet) to be

( 4
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where X ( t ) is the state and+ ( t ) is the number of packets
successfully transferred (zero or one) a t time slot t. DT is
a randomvariable whose distribution depends on the path
takenbythe
system's random walk. Letting D =
lim T+- DT, we see that
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with probability one.

(5)

n=O

is thus equal to the expected value of the delay for
transmission of a packet in steady state.3
can be considerably larger than typical values of DT
obtained while the system remainsin low-numbered states
(i*e*' pathsof the random walk that do not visit the higher
stable region in the bistable case). It is important to
investigate the possibility of exploring transient operation
a Radio wave propagation delay is not considered. Only the waiting time resulting from the need to retransmit is included. Accordingly, a packet received on the first attempt has delay zero.

(c)
Fig. 2. Expected
state and drift
occupation probability for three
synchronous systemswith 50 terminals and p , > p,. (a) p o =
0.006, p, = 0.1. (b) p o = 0.0075, p , = 0.1. (c) p , = 0.01, p , = 0.1.

of the system in thefavorable states, inparticular by computing statisticson transition times between the two stable
regions.
Define the random variable tn, as the time (number of
tirne slots) it takes the systemto reach state for the
f i s t time, starting from state n. A method described in
[5, pp. 241-2461 can be used to determine the characteristic function +nm(u)of this random variable and
thereby find its &ist&ution. A modified Markov chain is
employedwhere state m is changed intoan absorbing
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possible. Take the state transition matrix P and modify
it by changing m into an absorbing state. Then compute
powers of this modified matrix P(m)and obberve how the
(n,m)th elementgrows to unity. With a sequenceof k
matrix-squ%ring operations, onecan compute P"(,),P:m),
P:m,,, JP!m)and thereby find the probability that state
is reached by the system after 2k steps or less. Fig. 3
.+ ,' m
shows
the result of such a computation for the bistable
N
system
of Fig. 2(b) with n = 0 and m = 44. Assuming To
c$,,
(u) =
p,$[exp
(;utnm)I first transition is n 4 I J
1-0
to be 1 min, the duration of a time slot is 7 = Topo=
0.0075 min = 0.45 s. The graphshows that theprobability
= p,,exp (iul) C pnzE{exp[iu(l tzm>ll
of reaching state 44 (in thehigh delay region) yithin one
Efm
hour (8000 time slots) of operation is about 55 percent.
= exp (iu)CPnm
C p n t + l m ( u ) 1(6) This is unacceptable system performance. However, any
Efm
practical implementation of an ALOHA system will probIf we now define the N-dimensional vectors
ably involve many morethan 50 users sincethe advantage
over TDMA and FDMA grows with N . It is easier to ob+Cm) = (40, + l m t *
* ~ ~ m - l , m & n + l , t n ~*~* &Nm)
tain acceptable system performance fora larger value of N
P(m) = (p~,plm,. *)pm-l,rn)pm+l,m,*
* . , p ~ m ) ~ (7)
because the probability of failure within a given time
and theN X N matrix &(,I, obtained from P by eliminat- period (e.g., 1 h) goes to zero rapidly in N, provided the
ing its mth row and its mthcolumn, the following equation system is scaled appropriately to handle the larger number
of users. This effect is discussed in Section IV.
holds :

state. The other states then
become nonrecurrent. The
analysis gives correct results because, up to the first visit
to state m, the modified chain behaves the same as the
original chain.
The characteristic function is defined as c$,,(u.) =
ECexp (iut,,) 1.We take t, = 0 and thus C$mm(u)
= i"Fw
n # m, we can write

- -.

*-j

+
+

+

.

exp ( - i u > I + ( m ) = P ( m )

+

&(m)+(m)*

(8)

111. NONSYNCHRONOUS RTDMA SYSTEMS

The solution

A nonsynchronous RTDMA (unslotted ALOHA) system
cannot
be described solely by a Markov chain. Rather,
+(,I
= (exp ( - i u ) l - Q(m))-lP(m)
(9)
the appropriate stochastic process model is that of a semiprovides the characteristic function of t,, for each initial Markov process [lo]. If {Xi)~=,lm
is aMarkov chain,
state n # m. Note that P(,) and Q ( m ) depend on the choice then X ( [ ) is a derived semi-Markov process if
of final state. Theprobability mass function of t,, is found
i-1
i
by expressing +nm in the power series form
X ( t ) = Xi,
Tj 5 t <
Tj
(12)
j-1

01

$nm

=

anm(t)

(10)

j=l

\

where { Tj)j-lWis a sequence of random variables with the
following properties.
WehavePr {t,, = t ) = anm(t).
1) Given {Xi)i=;lm, the random variables { Tj)jelW are
Computing the distribution of t,, for a large system independent.
may be quite laborious. While all the moments can be
2) Given {Xi)i-lm,Ti and Tk have the same distribufound by differentiation of its characteristic function, the tion if X j = X k and
= Xwl.
following formula for the mean is obtained directly by the
In other words, the length of time the semi-Markov
same method :
process spends in a particular state depends on that state
and the next state of the process, and given those two
states, the time of residenceis independent of all other
times of residence and states occupied.
For an unslotted ALOHA system, let X ( t ) equal the
number of users in theretransmission mode just after the
last time the channel was quiet. Fig. 4 shows a typical
sample function from a process with five users. The pulses
indicate transmissions, and the number just over a pulse
is the identity(1-5) of the user transmitting. It is assumed
that any overlap of pulses (interference) causes all affected packets to fail. The height of a pulse is immaterial,
and theonly reason for the differing heights is to distinguish
If n is in a stable region of states and m is in the other pulses. The intervals between transitions will be called
are good measures of the mean epochs. By definition, the state of the system is constant
stable region, L m and lmn
during an epoch. The first epoch beginsat time tl = 0.
time for transitions from one region to the other.
A computationally straightforward technique forobWe now indicate why X ( t ) as defined in the preceding
taining partial information on the statistics of t,, is also paragraph is a semi-Markov process. Letting
1-1

I

exp (id>'.

I
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the originationmode interfere with each other and/or
with any number of users in the retransmission mode; etc.
Except for certain special values of i and j , the p i j are
difficult t o compute analytically. However, they areeasily
obtained by simulation and can then be used to predict
system behavior. This iseasier than estimating system
behavior directly.. Basically, what we have doneis to
parameterize the estimation problem.
Once the p i j are known within a reasonable accuracy,
gross behavior of the system canbe inferred from
I

I

I

,

I o3

I

I

I

,

I o5

Io4

NUMBER OF TIME SLOTS

Fig. 3. Probability of reaching state 44 (in highdelay
stable
region) within the number of time slots indicated for the bistable
starting
from state zero.
system of Fig. 2(b)

-

2

-2

I
t

0

TI

I
T,+T2

0

0

3

Fig. 4.

T,+T2+T3

2

G+T2+T3+T4

3

x(t)

An example of the packet transmission process in a nonsynchronous system with five terminals.
i-1

t i = C Tj
j=l

denote the start of the ith epoch, we have Xi = X ( t i )
users inthe retransmission mode and the remaining
N - X i users in the origination mode, and no terminals
transmitting at time t i . Due to the memoryless nature of
the exponential distribution, the additional time from ti
until a particular user starts transmitting is still exponentially distributed (with parameter X, if the user is
in the origination mode, and with parameter X, if it is in
the retransmission mode). Therefore, the statistical behavior of the system after t i is completely determined byX i
and is independent of the manner in which this state was
reached. It follows that the discretetimeprocess ( X i )i-1is a Markov chain. Some additional thought shows that
the sequence { T i }iPlw satisfies the conditions for a semiMarkov process.
While the nature of this process makes the analysis of
unslotted ALOHA systems more cumbersomethan that of
slotted systems, considerable information can be obtained
by considering only the associated Markov chain
i-1

X i = X ( ( c1 3T)i ) .
j=1

Its statistics are completely specified by the initial state
X l = X ( O ) , usually taken as 0, and its state transition
matrix P = C p J , 0 5 i,j < N . The elements pij are defined

j=O

The
quantity
d, is the ,expected distance moved in
a
transition from state n. As for slotted systems, the only
stable regions are those in which d, changes sign from
positive to negative as n increases.
Fig. 5 shows d, versus n for N = 25 and six values of
To = T , = T . Message duration T was normalized to be
1 s. The parameter NIT is the average number of packets
generated by all users per unit time. Two hundred transitions were simulated for each point plotted. This number
is large enough for inferring gross behavior, but should
not be used as an indication of exact behavior. We see
that when To = T,, an is a decreasing function of n, just
as in the slotted case.Also, as onewould expect, for n
fixed, d, is a decreasing function of T . This is because T is
the mean time until the first user transmits, and for N
large, it is also approximately the mean time between all
transmissions whichoccur in state n. A larger value of
TIN therefore indicates a smaller probability of interference, causing the drift to be more toward lower numbered states.
Now let us turn to the more interesting and realistic
case where To>> T,. The feedback effect is then present
and various behaviors are possible. If the system is conservatively designed, then d, < 0 for most states, and
even when most users are in the retransmission mode, the
net drift is toward lower numbered states. For example,
in Fig. 6, when To = lOT,, we find d, < 0 for i > 1 .
Such a systemspends most of its time near states 1 and 2.
At the opposite extreme, a poorlydesigned system has
an > 0 formost states, and spends most of its time in
high numbered states. In Fig. 6, To = 20T, is an example
of such a system. It too has a single equilibrium point, in
this case betweenstates 24 and 25.
A bistable situation can also exist, as shown in Fig. 6
with To = 15Tr. The plot of dn versus n has threecrossings
of the axis; the first and last are stableequilibrium points,
while the middle crossing isan unstable equilibrium point.
IV. POISSON APPROXIMATIONFOR
LARGE VALUES OF N
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the differencebetween these two quantities and is also
equal to & a m where a ( r ) denotes the time rateof change
of r. We now regard r as the system state. It follows that

-

200 TRIALS PER POINT
To=T,=T
25 TERMINALS

a(r)

=

- r ) A o - A ( r ) exp (-2A(r))].

N-'[(l

(16)

Note that (16) gives the trueexpected time rate of change
or r (with r as the unit of time) whereas in Section I11
we calculated a,, the expected drift per epoch.
If A, = A, = A, then (16) reduces to

a(r) = N-'[(1

STATE n

Fig. 5. Simulationestimates of expected drift per epoch for six
nonsynchronous systems with 25 terminals and T o = T,.
0.41

I

I
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I

1

2 0 0 TRIALS PER POINT
N/To= 1/(2e)
25 TERMINALS

tv

-0.41
0

I

5

I

I

215
5
STATE n

I

20

I

Fig. 6. Simulation estimates of expected drifts per epoch for three
nonsynchronous systemswith 25 terminals and T , < To. The
value of To is the const.ant, and the ratio T , / T , is indicated.

Considering nonsynchronous systems first, let us establish the duration of a packet transmission r as our unit
of time (i.e., r = 1). If all terminals were in the origination mode, the generation of transmissions wouldbe a
Poisson process with intensity A, = Nh,. If they were all
in the retransmission mode, the intensity would be A, =
NX,. If a fraction r of the terminals are in theretransmission mode, then the intensity of the Poissonprocessis
A ( r ) = (1 - r ) A,
T A P . The rate at which users move
from the origination mode into the retransmission mode
is (1 - r)A,[l - exp (-2A(r))], since (1 - r ) & is the
rate of generation of new transmissions and [l exp ( -2A(r) ) 3 is the probability that a transmission is
not successful [l]. Similarly, the rate a t which terminals
leave the retransmission mode is rA, exp ( -2A(r) ) . The
net rate of increase of users in the retransmission mode is

+

1

r

io

(17)

which is linear in r and crosses the r axis at the stable
point r = 1 - exp ( -2A). If A, isincreased, then for
reasonable values of A, (A, < 0.5, to be exact), the stable
equilibrium point moves to a lower value of T . See Fig. 7.
This isdesirablesince
it results in smaller delays. If,
however, A, is increased beyonda certain point, two stable
equilibria develop. The smaller of these, which we shall
denote rl, continues to move to smaller, moredesirable
values of r ; but the other, denoted r3, is in the region of
high delay. Fortunately, if N is very large, then even a
small stable region holds the system for a very long time
because the law of large numbers has a chance to set in
during the system's random walk on r.
With reference to Fig. 7, we see that if A, = 0.2 and
A, = 3.0, the smaller stable value of r is 0.087. At this
point, the systemthroughput is equal to therate of
generation of new packets and is thus equal to. ( 1 0.087)A0 = 0.183. The maximum possible throughput for
0.184, and occurs
an unslotted ALOHA system is I/ (2e)
for A, = A, = 0.5. Thus we pay only a slight penalty in
throughput,but, as we shall see, gain significantly in
delay characteristics. The expected delay for a packet
when the system is in a stater is4

D(r)

-0'3

- r ) A - Aexp (--2A)],

=

1

1

I

exp ( -2A(r)

1

T,

=

[exp (2A(r)) - l ) T ,
(18)

since the probability of successoneach transmission is
exp ( -2A(r) ) and each retransmission delay has an
average value ofT,
= l/h,.. If A, = 0.2, A,. = 3.0, and
the system is in the lower stable region, the expected delay
is1.43T, = 0.095T0. For A, = A, = 0.5, the delay is
1.72T0.We lose only about 0.5 percent in throughput, but
gain a reduction in delay by afactor of 18, a veryadvantageous tradeoff.
If A, = 0.1845 and A,. = 30, the lower stable equilibrium
point moves to r = 0.0088. Under these conditions, the
throughput is 0.183, the same as above, but the delay is
1.45T, = 0.0089T0,about one tenth of its previous value.
This process can be continued letting A, approach 0.183
and A, approach infinity. The throughput in the lower
stable region can be kept constant, while the delay tends
t o zero. I n fact, it can be seen that if the throughput f,,
4 More precisely, D(r) is the expected delay given that thesystem's
random walk does not drift away from state r during the packet's
transmissions.
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0.08r

retransmission mode at the stable point rl, and only an
additional ten must reach this modebefore the system
goes unstable. The point rl thus appears to be a rather
ephermeral stable point.
Turning now to' slotted ALPHA systems with an essentially infinite number of users, we find,keeping the
same notation,

t

h\ - - - - - - '\

Fig. 7. Expected drift 6, = Na(r) for three nonsynchronous systems with A. = 0.2 and a very large number of terminals. The
values of A, are 0.2, 1.5, and 3.0. This last value results in a bistable system for which the three equilibrium points T I , T Z , and ~3
are indicated.

is kept equal to a constant7, then increasing A, by a given
factor (say, ten) reduces the delay by exactly the same
factor at the lower stable point rl. This is because at an
equilibrium point, the throughput v is equal to the rate
of generation of new packets (1 - r ) A,. Thus A(rl) =
(1 - rl)A,
rlAr = 9
rlA,, and from (16)

+

=

a(r) = N-lE(1 - r)A, - A ( r ) exp ( - A ( r ) ) ] (20)
where a(r)is the expected change in r during one time slot
(or per unittime

since T = 1 ) . Now A, = N p , is the
number of transmission attempts in a time slot
when r = 0 and A, = N p , is the average number when
r = 1. I n obtaining (20), we have used the Poisson approximation to thebinomial distribution so that

1average

- 0.08

a(r,)

1975

N - ' h - (v

+

+ r d , ) exp ( -2 (v + rlA,) ) ]

=

0.
(19)

In general, if a ( r ) = 0 for given values of r) and A,, then
a ( r / k ) = 0 for the same value of 7 provided we now use
A,.' = kA,. Note that A ' ( r / k ) is the same as A ( r ) even
though the stable point moves. From (18) we thus see
that the expected delay, measured in terms of T,, is constant. But T , is reduced by a factor of k when A, is increased by a factor of k. We thus have'thefollowing.
Theorem 1: When operating at a fixed throughput v at
a stable equilibrium point, an unslotted ALOHA system
with an essentially infinite number of users has an expected delay which is inversely proportional to the rateof
retransmissions X.,
It will, benoted that in the above examples where7 was
held at 0.183 and A, was increased from 3 t o 30, the delay
did not decrease by exactly a factor of 10. This was due
to roundoff error.
The price that is paid forincreasing A, is that the
unstable equilibrium point, denoted rz, also moves closer
to the origin. In theabove examples, withf,, = 11 = 0.183
as A, increases from 3 to 30, r2moves from 0.243 t o 0.0131.
For a finite number N of terminals, there is a limit to how
small r2 can be before the stabilityof the equilibrium a t r1
becomes threatened. For example, if r1 = 0.01 rz = 0.02,
and N = lo6, then 10 000 users are in the retransmission
mode atthe stable equilibrium point rl,andanother
10 000 would have to be placedin theretransmission mode
before the unstable point rz is reached. This appears to be
an acceptable situation. If, however, N = 1000 and rl
and rz are still 0.01 and 0.02, only ten users are in the

I

kl new transmission attempts
and
kz
retransmission
attempts
Pr
-

I

exp [- (1 - r ) A,][ (1 - r ) A,lkl exp ( - rA,) (rA,)kz
kl!
k,!

Comparison of (16)and (20) shows that if a slotted
ALOHA system has parameters A, and A,, and if an unslotted system has parameters Ao/2 and A,/2, then their
expected drift curves a(r)are identical (within the Poisson
approximation) exceptfor an additional factor of two
which appears in a(r)for the slotted system. This has no
real effect on system behavior, and has no effect on the
locations of the points rl, r2, and 1-3. With slight additional
reasoning, we can prove the following.
Theorem 2: If an unslotted system with an essentially
infinite number of users is changed t o a slotted system,
and thenumber of users N is doubled, then theequilibrium
points rl, rz, and r3are unmoved and the delay is unaffected.
We thus see that Theorem 1 also applies t o slotted
systems, and we have a complete equivalence betweenthe
two types of system. The only real difference is that unslotted systems have half the capacity of slotted systems.

V. DISCUSSION
Previous analyses of ALOHA systems have assumed the
traffic generation to be a Poisson process with constant
intensity. This tacitly assumes that the average time a
terminal waits before retransmitting, T,, is equal t o the
average thought time to produce a packet, To. Since To
is typically on the order of 1 min, this would result in
unacceptably long delays. Any practical system will have
a much shorter value of T,, typically less than 1 s. This
results in A,/A, ratios of 100 and even larger. The results
presented in this paper show that such a systemis capable
of bistable behavior, with one stable point being in a
desirable low-delayregion, and' the other stable point
being in theundesirable high-delay region. We have given
qualitative guidelines concerning system design to ensure
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Packet Switching in a Multiaccess Broadcast Channel:
Performance Evaluation

Abstract-In this paper, the rationale and some advantages for
multiaccessbroadcastpacket
communication usingsatellite
and
ground radio channels arediscussed. A mathematical model is formulated for a “slotted ALOHA” random access system. Using this
model, a theory is put forth which gives a coherent qualitative interpretation of the system stability behavior which leads to the definition of a stability measure. Quantitative estimates for the relative
instability of unstable channels are obtained. Numerical results are
shown illustratingthetrading relationsamongchannelstability,
throughput, and delay. These results provide tools for the performance evaluation and design of an uncontrolled slotted ALOHA system. Adaptive channel control schemes are studied in a companion
paper.

INTRODUCTION

I

N THIS and a forthcoming paper [l], a packet switching technique based upon the random access conceptof
the ALOHA System [Z] will be studied in detail. This
technique, referred to as slotted ALOHA random access,
enables efficient sharing of a data communicatiori channel
by a large population of users, each with a bursty data
stream. This packet switching technique may be, applied
tothe use of satelliteand ground radio channels for
computer-computer and terminal-computer communications, respectively’ [3]-[10].
The multiaccess broadcast
capabilities of these channels render them attractive solutions to two problems: 1) large computer-communication
networks with nodes distributed overwidegeographic
areas,and 2 ) large terminal access networks with potentially mobile terminals.
The objective of this studyis to develop analytic models
Paper approved bythe Associate Editor for Computer Communication of the IEEE CommunicationsSocietyforpublication
after presentation at the 7th Hawaii International Conference on
System Sciences, Honolulu, Hawaii, January 8-10, 1974. Manuscript
received June 30, 1974; revised September 30, 1974. This research
was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
Department of Defense under Contract DAHC 15-73-C-0368.
L. Kleinrockis
withtheDepartment
of Computer Science,
University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.
S. S. Lam is with the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 10598.

and methods for the evaluation and optimization of the
channel performance of a slotted ALOHA system. The
problem of performance evaluation is addressed in this
paper. In [l], we present dynamic channel control procedures as solutions to some of the issues considered herein.
I n this paper, the rationale for multiaccess broadcast
packet communication isfirst discussed. The mathematical
model to be considered isthen described. Followingthat, a
theory isproposedwhichexplains
the dynamic and
stochastic channel behavior. In particular, we display the
delay-throughput performance curves obtained under the
assumption of equilibrium conditions [6]. We then demonstrate that a slotted ALOHA channel often exhibits “unstable behavior.” A stability definition is proposed which
characterizes stableand unstable channels. A stability
measure (FET) is then definedwhich
quantifies the
relative instability of unstable channels. An algorithm is
given for the calculation of FET. Finally, numerical results
are shownwhich illustrate the trading relations among
channel stability, channel throughput, and average packet
delay. Our main concern in this paperis the consideration
of the stability issue and its effecton the channel throughput-delay performance.
MULTIACCESS BROADCAST PACKET
COMMUNICATION

Rationale
For almost a century, circuit switching dominated the
design of communication networks. Only with the higher
speed and lower cost of modern computers did packet communication become competitive. It was not until approximately 1970 that the computer (switching) cost dropped
below the communication (bandwidth) cost in a packet
switching network [ll]. This also marked the firstappearance of packet switchedcomputer-communication
networks [Z], [12].
Circuit switching is relatively inefficient for computer

